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Varzaghan- Ahar Earthquake 

IIEES report 
 

 

 

On August 21
st
, two earthquakes struck East Azerbaijan Province at 16:53 and 17:04 

respectively with a magnitude 6.2 and 6. Varzaghan, Ahar and Harsin cities has been the 

focus of most damages. By the time this report was written, official reports of loss of life 

have declared 327 deaths and more than 3,000 injured.  

 

Based on seismograms’ records in the national broadband seismic network of IIEES, the 

epicenter of these events, were: 38/55 degrees north latitude and 46/87 degrees east for 

the first one and second earthquake coordinates 38/58 degrees north latitude and 46/78 

degrees east. Depth of both earthquakes has been reported to be about 10 km.  

 

The mechanism of the first earthquake is believed to be Strike-slip, but defining that 

whether it has been the North-South or East-West plates, needs more in-field surveys and 

recording aftershocks with the local seismograms. However, based on the aftershocks’ 

trends, it is more probable that the fault has an East, north-eastern – West, south-western 

mechanism.  

 

In general, based on the aftershocks, the fault that caused this earthquake is a strike-slip 

with left-lateral motion in the Northeastern-Southwestern direction, with about 20 

kilometers length, that is situated 15 kilometers west of Ahar. Considering the two big 

earthquakes, with many aftershocks, there is a low probability of a bigger earthquake 

from this fault. Based on the information from the national seismology center, there has 

been no sign of increased seismicity in Tabriz fault; therefore, this earthquake has not 

triggered the tension on the Tabriz faulr. 

  

Coseismic map 

The coseismic map of this earthquake is depicted in the picture below in Modified 

Mercalli Intensity Scale, based on the IIEES survey team reports and the information 

received from Bonyad Maskan of Varzaghan, Ahar and Haris. The survery team has 

reported the total 100% destruction of these villages: Bajebagh, Chobandar, Daghdaghan, 

Soloja, Ahmadabad shahrak, Shahsavar, Tazhkand, Sarand, Ghazghapan, 

Chakhmaghblagh, Valiloo, Gooydragh, Aghaliloo, Kovich, High, Shamloo, Solidragh, 

Kheiraldin and Chakandi. By 100% we mean that the buildings are inhabitable and could 

not be repaired, so buildings damaged more than 70% are included in this group. 
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Coseismic map 

 

Surface rupture 

The survey team reported two cases of surface rupture in their way to the affected areas, 

which indicates that the faulting has reached the surface. One of these cases could be seen 

in the picture below, from Khaje-Varzaghan road located in north of Chaykandi village. 
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As you can see in the picture, there is a 50cm displacement in the surface of the road. 

However, beside some slightly fallen rocks there was no evidence of similar 

displacements in the steep slope of western side of the road. 

 

Only 500 meters from the above mentioned location, in the way to Varzaghan, another 

rupture is seen in the surface of the road (picture below). It should be mention that road 

bed has many other ruptures in the way to Varzaghan, which has extended to the sides of 

the road and the riverbed. 

 

 
 

These ruptures can show the fault zone with strike-slip and reverse fault mechanisms, 

which confirm the mechanisms reported for these earthquakes. 

 

The second case related to the surface rupture is about 10 kilometers from Ahar in Ahar-

Khaje road. In general, most of the damages were seen in asphalted roads of Ahar-Khaje 

between 10 to 20 kilometers from Ahar and in Varzaghan-Khaje between Sarand to 

Zaghanabad villages. Looking back at the coseismic maps, the fault zone that caused the 

6.2 earthquake crosses these locations and could be seen in the picture below. 
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Geotechnical hazards 

 

• Site effects 

The city of Varzaghan is located on mild slope bedrock. Fine sediments could be seen 

near the river, and the groundwater level is near the ground surface in these parts. Based 

on the structural damages seen in this city, damages decrease as one walks away from the 

riverside. However, structures constructed on the thick layers of saturated alluvium have 

been damaged more (surprisingly, with more damages on the lower stories). There is no 

sign of liquefaction. 

 

Also in villages with partial destruction, damages are focused on the steep lands, which 

could be related to topography effects. One of these cases could be seen the below picture 

from Orang village. 
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• Landslide 

Due to lithology and morphology characteristics of Pliocene sediments (loose and 

discontinuous Conglomerates and layers of silt - clay) and their disperse distribution, 

there has been some great landslides during the past years in this area. By considering 

this fact, and the high probability of another landslide in the area, the survey group 

focused on identifying this hazard.  

 

Beside some old landslides, the group found some new landslides caused by the recent 

earthquake. Most of these cases were seen in the slopes of Ahar-Khaje road (10 to 20 

kilometers from Ahar, between Zanjirblagh and Yangje villages) and Varzaghan-Khaje 

(between Zaghanabad and Sarad villages), caused by the high loose embankments on the 

side road gables, and were not a big threat. However, in some cases, signs of big 

landslides in the mentioned areas could be seen, which threatens the main roads. One of 

these cases could be seen in the picture below on the eastern hillside of Khaje-Varzaghan 

road (after Chaykandi village). Two big landslides in the southern and northern slopes of 

the mountain have been activated. Also signs of the old and newly activated landslides 

could be easily seen in the eastern side of the river. 

 

 
 

 

• Rock fall 

There are many signs of small and big rock falls; however, they were more focused on 

the asphalted roads of Ahar-Kahje (10 to 20 kilometers from Ahar) and Varzaghan-Kahje 

(in Sarant to Zaghanabad villages). One of these cases could be seen in the next picture. 
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Buildings and Lifelines 

 

• Residential buildings 

Most of the residential buildings in the mentioned villages were adobe, mud or un-

reinforced masonry without any technical or engineering provisions. Lack of construction 

regulations and heavy materials has caused the destruction of more than 200 villages 

among the total 500 villages in this area (claimed by the local authorities). 

 

 
Mud and Adobe buildings 

 

Inefficient connection of non-structural elements to the structure or huge structural 

deformations has caused big damages to the buildings expected to be constructed based 

on the codes and regulations, which has made the residents to leave the building and stay 

on tents beside their house. 
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Residential buildings in Ahar 

 

In some of the mentioned villages, residential buildings were constructed with Boyad 

Maskan support. Although most of these buildings with brick or tile walls and concrete 

ties had good performance in the earthquake, using heavy masonries or bad 

implementation of ties has caused damages in some cases (repairable). 

 

 
Masonry buildings 

 

• Hospitals 

Based on the received information, there are hospitals in two of the three Cities of Ahar, 

Vazaghan and Haris. Haris Hospital was highly damaged and out of service. The 

Bagher’ol-oloum Hospital in Ahar is a two-storey concrete building, which has received 

high damages in the non-structural parts and the facilities. Separation of dividing walls, 

big diagonal cracks in the walls, damaged ceilings, displacement of facilities like the 

fallen oxygen capsules and damages in the extension joints, were some of the defects 

seen by the group. Damages were more extensive in the second floor compared to the 

first floor. There was no structural damage in the Hospital’s structure. However, the 

extent of non-structural damages has lowered the performance of the hospital, which is 

crucial after each disaster.  
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Bagher’ol-oloum hospital – Ahar 

 

 

• Azad University of Varzaghan 

The main building of Azad University of Varzaghan is located on the southern part of 

this city and has a steel-frame structure. It has been built on 2010 and is a 4-story 

building. Bracings in two sides of the building constitutes it’s lateral force distribution 

system. Based on the inspectionsthis building is out of service. 
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• Gas Company – Ahar district 

The main building of Ahar district gas company has two floors and a steel frame. It also 

has a bracing. Based on the damages to the structure, the building is out of service. 

 

 
 

 

• Gas system 

Based on the official reports, the gas system has not damaged at all. However, there were 

signs of seriously damaged gas valves. Based on the residents’ claims, this has caused a 

fire, which has continued for two days in Orang village.  

 

The gas system of Ahar and Haris started working again after a couple of hours and in 

Varzaghan village it took a day to be back in service. 

 

 

• Water system 

At the time of inspection, the water system was working; however, since groundwater 

covers the most part of Varzaghan and Ahar villages’ water source and the water 

pollution possibilities, people were banned from using it for drinking. 

 

 


